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WMO Trustee, Fazila AK Ismail assisted by fellow Jama'atun Nisaa ladies, Shireen
Arbee, Halima Abdoola, Feroza Mohammed and Shireen Abdoola coordinated a

massive Ramadan 2021 distribution in the KZN region. 
This mammoth task was fully supported by Mr AK Ismail and Trustee, Mr Yusuf

Kamdar.  
 

This task entailed receiving of sponsored goods, storage, personally supervising every
distribution and overseeing all the logistics involved. The hot summer days in South
Africa together with the ongoing pandemic and challenges arising from the Covid19,

did not deter the team from fulfilling the rights of the destitute and needy. 
The hands on approach from volunteers and the generosity of our donors was

spiritually uplifting during this blessed month and appreciated by all our recipients. 



 
A very special thank you to NMJ President Mohammed Gany, Vice President Kim Jooma, AC

Cassim and the NMJ committee members for their untiring efforts in coordinating this relief aid to
ensure that it reaches the most needy under the personal supervision of our most valued

humanitarian activist; Mr Cassim Malani who is well known for his dedication to the plight of the
needy working endless hours till late at night feeding the homeless.

 
A special note of thanks to Mr AK Ismail for securing a huge sponsorship of

rice, sugar and beans from our generous sponsors; Gold Keys and to the AKI Group who facilitated
the transport for this massive distribution. The coordination of logistics of this aid was assisted by;

Fazila AK Ismail, Shireen Arbee, Halima Abdoola and Fazila Kamdar.
WMO KZN is always grateful for the never ending support of WMO AFRICA chapter; VP Mr Feizul

Ayob. 
 

Note of appreciation to Trustee; Mr Yusuf Kamdar for initiating this campaign and Trustee; Fazila
AK Ismail for coordinating these humatarian efforts in KZN partnered with the NMJ and

Jama’Atun Nisaa teams. 

WMO Trustee; Yusuf Kamdar
motivated a campaign and donated
a very generous contribution to
work with committee members of
NMJ and the ladies of Jama’ Atun
Nisaa, feeding  the absolute needy
in their hometown of Durban KZN.
Jama’Atun Nisaa contributed
towards the hampers, blankets and
mattress during this campaign.

NMJ completed the challenging
task of distributing in the most
poverty stricken areas of KZN and
sponsored the hampers in addition
to the WMO Maize Meal Campaign.
Those afflicted with poverty in
South Africa are devastated and the
challenges of the new Covid era we
are currently living in makes the
needy much more vulnerable with
loss of income and bread winners
being affected with the sickness,
leaving their families more
destitute than before this
pandemic. WMO, Jama’Atun Nisaa
and NMJ are most grateful to be
given this opportunity of being of
services to Mankind. When so
many unite, only then can one
achieve the results that one dreams
of. 

 



When you hear the heartbreaking
words that what you will provide will
be the only meal for the day, there is
nothing that can describe the
emotions that you experience on
hearing this so very often in the rural
areas of KZN. WMO Trustee Fazila AK
Ismail assisted by Halima Abdoola and
Shireen Arbee personally arranged the
despatch of food items so urgently
needed by the most vulnerable of any
community and that is our elders and
children. 

Shireen Abdolla and Feroza
Mohammed were actively involved in
ensuring that everything was
arranged in advance to avoid the
elders from sitting in the scorching
heat and it being during the month of
Ramadan we were much more
sensitive to the pangs of hunger that
these elders were experiencing which
made us much more eager to  not
delay from despatch to distribution
time. Chairs were arranged in advance
by Aneesa Vawda who was responsible
for the protocols of social distancing
and wearing of masks to be strictly
adhered to.  Caring for the elders and
children has always been a cause close
to the hearts of WMO and Jama'Atun
Nisaa and we continue to do our best
to provide much needed food for the
vulnerable in informal settlements
and areas of extreme poverty. 
On the 05 May 2021 we provided
grocery hampers, bags of mealie meal
and packs of sugar beans to the elders
of Chesterville Ext 3. Many of these
elders have to care for orphaned
children with just a minimum grant,
so very often they go hungry. The
generous hampers sponsored to them
will ensure that they have food for the
next few weeks. 

We also sponsored bags of mealie meal to the soup kitchen and ECD Center that runs in Chesterville. The soup
kitchen feeds 300 children daily and 30 ECD learners twice a day. The bags of mealie meal will assist greatly
towards feeding the children for whom this is the only meal they get for the day. Project coordinated by
Aneesa Vawda



The Prophet
Muhammad SAW

said:" Whoever
feeds the person

who is breaking his
fast, he will have

his reward [for his
fasting] without

decreasing
anything from the

reward of the
fasting person."

 

AUSTERVILLE 
                       MASJID 

                                          IFTAAR
 



WMO KZN & Jama'Atun Nisaa provided Iftaar for 30 consecutive days to all
the Musallees at the Commercial Rd  Masjied in Durban. 

This included haleem, samoosas, bajias, milkshake, chicken & naan.
Cooridnated by Shireen Arbee.

 





Eid lunch 
at Umlazi
Masjied

 
Eid hampers for
the students at

Addington
School

 
Eid hampers for
grave diggers &

Muazzins

 



We would like to express our sincere 
gratiitude to Jama'Atun Nisaa,
coordinated by Shireen Arbee who
collaborated with WAMY and
contributed towards a joyous Eid
celebration with the people from the
community. The attendance was
phenomenal with sincere kind
appreciation for the gesture from both
organizations. 

In addtion to this, Jama'Atun Nisaa
also provided an Eid meal to the
residents at a centre for abused
women in Durban. 

 AT WAMY - KZNAT WAMY - KZN





 
Eid gift boxes and goodie bags filled with baking delicacies, fruit and juices were personally packed

by Halima Abdoola and distributed to various orphanages and old age homes.
Kurtahs were sponsored to the boys of Imaani Village.

Special Eid hampers were personally packed and distributed to Muslims in the settlement areas,
coordinated by Fazila Kamdar & Fazila AK Ismail

d giftftf boxes and goodie bags fifif lled with baking delicacies, frfrf uit and juices were personally pack
by Halima Abdoola and distributed to various orphanages and old age homes.

Kurtahs were sponsored to the boys of Imaani Village.
pecial Eid hampers were personally packed and distributed to Muslims in the settlement areas



With your zakaat, we were
able to feed 300 Muslims at
the time of Iftaar.
ALHUMDULILLAH. We are
pleased to have been a means
of providing iftaar to our
Muslim brothers and sisters
and at the same time
maximising our reward in this
holy month of Ramadan.
Thank you to Dr Khudaija
Suliman for presenting us
this opportunity and
overseeing this project. 
 



The World Memon
Organization- Africa Chapter,

represented by Trustee - Sayed
Mia attended the hamper

distributions in Lenasia with an
attendance of 400 recipients

from the C9 informal
settlements in Lenasia. 

 
We would like to thank the

Greyvill community in lenasia,
all the volunteers, the local

Counciller, Sabrie Chisti and
the other Islamic institutions

who assisted at the handover.  
 

We make dua that the
successful delivery of these

hampers will reduce the hunger
and poverty in South Africa.

AAMEEN
 

p y
AAMEEN



Project 1: X100 Toiletry Hampers = R6 000
Project 2: Feeding at Lotus Garden every
Saturday - 4 Deghs @R3 500 = R14 000
Project 3: Brazzaville - daily iftaar packs for
200 children and musallees = R120 000
Project 4: Jacob Mare and surrounding
masaajied - daily feedings of 200 musallees
= R120 000
Project 5: 100 grocery hampers for Lotus
Garden @R240 each = R24 000
Project 6: 16 Grocery hampers for ustaads
at Brazzaville = R16 000



GROCERY HAMPER DISTRIBUTIONS TO    
THE                            USTAADS

AT                          BRAZZAVILLE
MADRESSAH



WMO AFRICA CHAPTER completed its annual grocery hamper
distributions in partnership with Jumma Masjied & Educational

Inst. This took place in Newclare and Westbury (Gauteng)
where we successfully handed over 300 hampers to needy

Muslim families of the community. Each family is pre-
registered and the hampers are collected on the last Sunday of
Ramadan. This partnership has been in existence for the past 11

years and we make dua Allah SWT grants us the ability to
continue being a part of this worthy cause. We would like to

thank all our ZAKAAT DONORS who have generously directed
their funds to WMO and allowed us to fulfil the rights of our

Muslim brothers, sisters and children in need. May He reward
you in abundance, Dunyaa, Qabr & Aakhira AAMEEN.

 

Many Muslim families in the Mayfair area had
been recently afflicted with damages and losses
caused by fires. Mr Moosa Carrim immediately

responded under the banner of WMO by
donating linen, clothing and alternate

accomodation to the residents who were left
devastated by these tragic events. And now,
during the freezing cold days of winter, we

endeavour to ensure that much needed blankets
are distributed to those less fortunate. 

 



WMO, JAMA'ATUN NISAA & NMJ STRIVES 
TO FEED 25 000 PEOPLE

 





 



When the United Ulama Council of South Africa (Uucsa) made a clarion
call to preserve and safeguard Masjid Ul Aqsa, the World Memon

Organisation Africa Chapter & the ladies of Jama'atun Nisaa were the
first to respond. The two organisations collected R300k in total

towards this cause. 
The donations will go towards a Waqf that will sustain the project over
the coming years. The contributions will restore the archaic mosque to

its former glory and will help preserve it for several decades. A
Sadaqah Jariyah for the kind donors, the benefits and rewards they will

continue to reap, even after they are long gone. May Allah the Most
Gracious, the Most Merciful provide us opportunities to do many forms

of giving sadaqah for His pleasure and reward us the best life,
especially in the Hereafter.

 



An addtional R50 000 Zakaat

was donated to Africa

Muslims Agency in aid of their

Emergency Response appeal

made via the Pledgeline on

ITV Networks.

On the 8th of May 2021, Mr. Feizul Ayob (Regional Vice President of WMO

Africa Chapter) joined several dignitaries from across the globe on a live joint

radio broadcast to express solidarity for Al Aqsa.



WMO AFRICA CHAPTER has once again delivered. 
Our annual grocery hamper distributions and daily feedings in KLIPSPRUIT

GAUTENG has come to fruition. Overseen by our RMC members, Moosa
Carrim and Haroon Gutta who ensures that this community's needs are met

every year. The recipients being elderly and 57 children were well taken
care of this year. ALHUMDULILLAH

 
 
 



Dr Taheera Hassim (RMC MEMBER) coordinated our Eid Clothing Distribution project
with the assistance of our youth, YasmIn Gani and Nabeela Gutta.  This took place on

the 01st May 2021 at the Al Hudaar Foundation where the children were surprised and
gifted with beautiful Eid clothing to complete their day of celebration. The children

were over the moon with joy on receiving their gifts.  Every child wishes to wear their
best clothes and partake in a day of delicious meals, celebrating their sacrifices not

only made during the month of Ramadan but every difficulty they may endure
throughout their lives. And we at WMO AFRICA CHAPTER are honoured to be able to

save our orphans and make this a reality, reminding them that they are loved and
appreciated. 

We would like to thank Azim and Haseena Omar for donating each child with a blanket
and Fati Online for the shoes and jewellery for our young ladies.  We would also like to

thank our ASG; Dr Haroon Gutta who supported this initiative and attended the
handover ceremony.  And a very special thank you to all our donors and volunteers

who have taken on the amaanat of caring beautiful children.
 





WMO Africa Chapter overseen by our very own VP, Mr Feizul Ayob
donates trousers and shirts with a hot meal in collaboration with the

Islamic Comparative Religion Academy. 
 





WHEELCHAIRS SPONSORED BY



The WMO Africa Chapter has contributed towards the extensive
humanitarian endevaours undertaken by the Foundation in
Palestine



To a student of Deen the uniform
expresses being a part of something
bigger, their proud identity as a
Muslim - Muslimah and making a
statement of empowerment with the
knowledge acquired. 
Alhumdulillah WMO AFRICA LADIES
WING has donated uniforms to all the
students of Hammanskraal
Madressah. The children were
beaming with joy when their
uniforms arrived and truly
appreciative. 

We at WMO hope that this initiative
would be one that brings some
financial relief to the parents, build
self esteem of every child at the
Madressah and this kind gesture will
remain embedded in the hearts of all
the learners as they start a new year
of striving towards success and great
achievements Inshaa Allah. 
We would like to thank Khudaija
Suliman for overseeing the project
and to all our donors who
consistently supports all our
endeavors.



Educators at Addington School in Durban have taken a very
keen interest in the plight of alleviating hunger and
enhancing children’s active learning capacity by identifying
those children who come from needy families to take home a
special hamper filled with contents making the day of Eid 
 special. Besides the normal daily school feeding project  a
hamper drive is undertaken so that kids can take home the
basic food necessities for parents can prepare nutritious
meals. Educators; Ayesha Essack and Saajida Mohammed
work closely with Shireen Arbee and Fazila AK Ismail,
discussing the needs of these children  on a regular basis.
Shireen has raised funds on an ongoing basis as she is
extremely passionate about the School Feeding Project and
is involved in  projects with various schools. Ayesha Essack
wanted this years Eid to be different for these children and
went the extra mile to personalize each child's gift bag with
their names and  special artwork.

Halima Abdoola personally selected the items and was
responsible for ordering of all the special items, while Fazila
AK Ismail managed the delivery. 

Lots of behind the scenes goes into these project and we are
ever thankful for all those who contribute which enables us
to help those most deserving. 



The WMO's invaluable contribution of R50 000 (Fifty Thousand Rands)
will be used as part of the AWQAF SA Quraan Waqf Fund that will

ensure the ongoing sustainable production of The Glorious Quran in
several langauages.

Over th past 2 years around 190 000 Qurans have been distributed to
individuals, masjids and Islamic educational institutions includng

masjids in economically challenged communities. 



On the 16 April and 28 May 2021, Dr Taheera Hassim visited Diepsloot
Secondary School and Kgoro Ya Thuto High School in Ratanda with the Mycup

team and reached out to +-300 girls. They facilitated an educational session
with these young ladies enlightening them about the streamlined menstrual
cups made of silicone which could possibly be a life changer in the long run. 

 
She kept the students interested and inspired throughout the programme and

left them with some hope for better days to come. The menstrual health
management being one of South Africa's biggest issues, not to mention that
many of these children come from poverty stricken homes. We at WMO will

continue to strive towards fulfilling the basic human rights of our females and
allowing them to seek another fundamental right to education without any

hindrance. 
 

This project is solely maintained by the generous LILLAH donations of our
supporters and we would like to thank you for helping us make the difference.





WMO AFRICA
CHAPTER donated
braille typewriters to
BLIND SA to help the
visually impaired
enabling a blind person
to take notes in braille
and link the device to
their smartphone. R45
000 was donated to
purchase these devices.
This device will assist
them to perform their
daily duties better, be it
in a work environment
or at an educational
institute etc.

BLIND SA promotes
and facilitates the
dignity and
independence of blind
and visually impaired
South Africans. Their
main focus areas are
employment,
education, mobility,
and braille services.

Our ASG; Dr Haroon
Gutta has personally
met with the
committee of BLIND SA
to discuss the donation
made by WMO and how
this will benefit the
recipients.



TO ALL THE TRUSTEES, PATRONS, LIFE MEMBERS & FRIENDS OF WMO
FOR THEIR GENEROUS ZAKAAT, LILLAH & SADAQAH CONTRIBUTIONS
DURING THE BLESSED MONTH OF RAMADAN AND THROUGHOUT THE

YEAR. 
MAY YOUR REWARD BE IN ABUNDANCE DUNYAA, QABR & AAKHIRAH

AAMEEN
 

If any donors hsve not received his/her Section 18A certificate as yet, kindly
request via email wmoafrica786@gmail.com

OR VIA 084 701 3208 [WhatsApp]
 

ON BEHALF OF THE WMO AFRICA CHAPTER OFFICE
BEARERS AND REGIONAL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

MEMBERS, WE WOULD LIKE TO SAY 

ZAKAAT DONATIONS
Bank - HBZ Bank Limited
Name of Acc - World Memon Organization
Account No: 119 012 144 21
Branch: 570148
Ref: Name & Zakaat

LILLAH DONATIONS
Bank - Albaraka Bank
Name of Acc - WMO African
Chapter
Account No: 786 002 041 14
Ref: Name & Lillah

Section 18A certificates
issued on request

Kindly submit: proof of
payment, donors full name,
contact details & physical

address to
wmoafrica786@gmail.com

& moosa@mweb.co.za 




